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1. (a) Explain the current components in a common base hansistor with necessary
diagrams. 7

oRr
(i) Show different transistor circuit configuration with diagrams.
(ii) A transistor has an I. of 100 mA and I, of 0.5 mA. What is the value of oo. ?

O) Draw a circuit of transistor connected in CE configuration with collector to base
bias. Obtain stability factor S.

OR
(i) Define and explain stability factors.
(ii) Name different method for transistor biasing.

2. (a) Draw practical circuit of transistor amplifier and discuss how dc load line can be
obtained on output characteristics.

OR
Draw transistor CE h-parameter equivalent circuit and derive the equation of
current gain and voltage gain.

(b) Explain classification of amplifiers and phase reversal in input and output voltage
in amplifier.

OR
Define:
(i) Z-Parumeter
(ii) Y-Parameter
(iii) L-Parameter
Also mention its names.
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3. (a)

(b)

Explain Bandwidth of antiresonance circuit.
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State and prove reciprocity theorem.
OR

Give conversion between T network to n network and n network to T network.
Explain series resonance with suitable circuit diagram. Derive the equation of
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4. (a) Reduce the Boolean function F(A, B, C) : X(3, 5,6,7) by Karnaugh map and draw

sum of product circuit to the results.

OR

Explain Pairs, Quad and Octets.

O) Draw a logic diagram of a 4 to 1 multiplexer. Explain its working. Realize Y : AB

using 4 to I multiPlexer.

OR

Draw a logic diagram of a two input exclusive OR gate using basic gate' Explain

its workin!. Reailze four input exclusive OR gate using two inputs exclusive OR

gate'

5. Answer in short :

(1) What are the two basic forms of Boolean equation ?

(2) Draw schematic symbol for PNP and NPN transistor'

(3) Give the statement of Thevenin theorem'

(4) How many variables are eliminated by Quad ?

(5) Expand Boolean equation Ap + A)B to minterm'

(6) Give tullform of LED.

(7) What is the value of current at resonance in parallel resonance ?

(8) What is meaning of 'h' in h-parameter ?

(9) How many types of transistor circuit configurations are there ?

(10) When is the output of an exclusive OR gate high ?

(11) How many fundamental products are there for three variables ?

(12) On a Kamaugh Map, an Octet contains how many 1's ?

(13) What is an active region ?

(14) Define current gain cc.
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